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CRITICAL EDITION, TRANSLATIONS AND ANNOTATION 
OF KHULASAT-UT-TWARIKH OF SUJAN RAI BHANDARI 

Literary sources constitute an important primary sources for the student of 

history. These texts often provide vivid picture of the paper, their inhabitation and 

their social, cultural, economic and political interactions. 

For Indian history, we have a number of such literary texts written by 

contemporary scholars and court historians. Some of these written in different 

languages have been translated into English. Some provide us with specific 

information about the life of a particular individual while other gives us 

information about the genera! condition prevailing during those times. Khulasat- 

ui-twarikh an important text, written by Sujan Rai Bhandari, falls in the later 

category. Many attempts have been made to translate this text into English but all 

of them more or less have fallen short of the ideal since the translator either 

because of his lack of understanding of the text, or due to his own inability to 

yrasp the underlined meaning of the narration, could not project the accurate 

picture of the subject matter. As i have done Ph.D in Persian language and have 

keen interest in Indian history I have tried by level to edit and translate this book 

accurately. But due to the lack of time, I could not edit or translate this book 



within a given period of three months. For translating historical material its need 

lots of concentration and awareness required about the contents of the books. 

The book written by the Sujan Rai Bhandari. Elliot Calls the author 

“Subhan Rai Khatri” an inhabitant of Pattiala. In the Bengal Asiatic Catalogue of 

Persian works he is named Sujan Rai, but on the last page of the society MS. D. 

156 (which I call the A text), the authors name is spelt carelessly and looks like 

“Sujan Rai Nahadri”. Among the pious founder of Batala, tie author mention as 

“Sujan Sing Qanungo’, but we can not know for certain, whether that person was 

the same as or another. Elliot for pattiala mistook his birth place, whereas it was 

really Batala a town in the Gurudaspur district of Punjab. 

From internal evidence the date of composition seem to have been the some 

year between 1695 and 1699 A.D. on page we read that 550 years interval betwecn 

the death of the saint Mohiuddin Abdul Qadir Jilani (in 561 A.H) and writing of 

this book, it give 1699 as the date of the work. On page 90 we are told the book 

was written in the 23™ year of the pontification of Guru Govind i.e. in 40" year of 

Aurangzeb’s reign (1695 A.D) Col. Lees writes, the author brings his narrative 

down to the end of the year 1107 A.H. It was continued for the same year later by 

another hand. | find that MS.D 156 and with the death of Aurangzeb, evidently an 



addition by a copyist. Elliot writes, it was written in 1107 A.H. and occupied two 

years in its composition. 

The author style is the corrupt one characteristics of an age of decadence. It 

is rhetorical without ceasing to be prosaic. The embellishments have a tinsel 

glitter. The author has borrowed certain set phrases, which he uses every now and 

then. Assonance, which is the vice of most Persian writers degenerate into more 

jingle in his hands. The author has atlempted to describe the different seasons of 

India during the Ghaznavid period. The author has successfully captured the 

cultural interaction during the reign of Kaikubad, which can be easily understood 

from his account of various games, trade and fire works, his humans attitude 1s 

reflected in his description of a famines in the reign Jalaluddin and its effects 

during the reign of Shahabuddin and Allauddin Khilji. Khulasat-ut-tawarikh not 

only gives the static’s of the different provinces of India, but also documents the 

expansion of the Mughal Empire under the reign of Aurangzeb the Alamgir. The 

author of the book has himself an eyewitness to all important events that occurred 

during Shahjahan’s as well as Aurangzeb period. Thus, it constitutes an important 

and authentic document for the history of the period. The account of Deccan 

policy of Aurangzeb appears to be quite accurate and genuine, rarely to be found 



elsewhere. Colonel lees in his article “Indian Historian” (In the Journal of the 

Royal Asiatic Society Vol. 111) have praised the book in the following worlds. 

“It is one of the most carefully compiled general History of India. I know of 

the author commences with the Pandus, brings his narrative down to the end of 

1107 A.H. it was continued for some year later by another hand, and here I may 

mention as an instance of how desirable it is to print the texts of all the valuable 

history of India compiled in former times we can say that, the author of well 

known Siyar-ul-Mutakhkherin, who wrote his history when lord Hasting was 

governor general, has transfer almost, the whole of this work to his pages verbatim 

without ever once mentioning the authors name”’. 

“The author’s account of the early kings of Delhi in brief and that of the 

first four Mughal Empire Copious. He has said very little of Shahjahan and he 

closes with the period when Aurangzeb has succeeded in getting rid of his rivals 

and has no longer a competitor for the throne”. 

This book is written in elegant Persian, replenished with Metaphors and 

quotations of appropriate verses. As regard the subject matter the book may be 

divided into three parts. 

Part 1- The geography of India during the reign of Aurangzeb. 

Elliot, “History of India as told by its own historians”, vol VIII, page 6 



Part 2- The history of the Rajas of India from the time of Raja Judhishtar 

Pandu to the reign of Rai Pithura, better known as Raja Prithvi Raj. 

Part 3- The history of the Muhammadan Emperors from the time of 

Nasiruddin Subuktagin to until the reign of Emperor Aurangzeb 

The first part is most valuable portion of the book. It begins with a 

description of Hindustan, its products and inhabitants and proceeds with an 

account of its geography as known during the reign of Aurangzeb. The 18 Subas, 

into which Mughal Empire was then divided, have been treated separately at some 

length, with the description of their chief towns, manufactures, interesting 

localities and buildings and the courses of rivers. It also enumerates the Sarkars 

and Mahals of these Suabs and gives their revenue returns supplementary the Ain- 

I-Akbari with new and original information. The account of the Punjab 

particularly that of Lahore and the Sarkar of Batala to which auihor belonged, 

deserved special mention containing very minute details based on his personal 

knowledge. 

The second part, which comprises the narrative of the rajas of India 

especially the rulers of Delhi, giving a list of their names and a short account and 

the period of their reigns has its own importance. This is perhaps the first 



published Persian work, which deals with the early history of India, although the 

events of the period are generally of legendary nature. 

The third part also is not without some interest. A greater portion of it has 

been borrowed from other historical works, a list of which has been given in the 

preface, but the copious account of the contest between Aurangzeb and his 

brothers. Supplies some additional information, and may be considered as reliable 

on the ground that it was written on the personal information of the author. 

_’ Khulasat-ut-Tawarikh probably the first ancient published history where in the 

narrative of Muhammadan Emperors has been written by Hindu. As there are 

reason to believe that it was not composed under the court influence, it may be 

considcred as the best source of information to the student of history. 



DELHI 

The Metropolitan Province of Shah Jahanabad 

We are aware from the many Indian and Persian historians that, in ancient 

time the city of Hastinapur situated on the bank of river Ganga were the capital of 

the Indian Rulers. At this stage, this cily was vcry spacious and acquired a large 

area, though it is still inhabited, yet it has not so large a population at present. At 

time Pandu and Kauro kings a war broke out between them, the Pandus migrated 

from the city of Hastinapur to the Inderprastha, situated on the bank of river 

Yamuna, and made it them capital. 

After a long period in the year 440 of Vikramajit (383 A.D.), Raja 

Anangopal Tomar founded the city of Delhi near Indraprastha. After that Rat 

Pithora in the year 1200 A.D. and odd of Vikramajit, built a fort and town after his 

own name, Sultan Qutubuddin Aibak and Sultan Shamsuddin Altamash lived in 

the fort of Rai Pithora. Sultan Ghiasuddin Balban, having built another fort in 

1267-68 A.D. named it Saran. Sultan Muizzuddin Kaikubad, having in the year 

1287 A.D. founded another city on the bank of river Yamuna and named it 

Kilugarhi. Amir Khusrou in his book “Qiranu-S-Saadain” has written about this 



city. Sultan Jalaluddin Khilji having founded the city of Kushk-lal and Sultan 

Alauddin the city of Kushk-Sairi , and made them capital. 

Sultan Ghiasuddin Tughlaque Shah founded the city of Tughlaqabad, in 

725 A.H. (1325 A.D). Sultan Muhammad Fakhruddin Juna, his son having 

founded another city, built a lofty places with one thousands pillars, and other 

charming houses of red sand stone were also constructed. Sultan Firoz Shah 

having in 755.A.H (1354A.D) built a large town, Firozabad, cut (a canal and 

made) the river Yamuna came near. Three Kos from Firozabad is another place 

counting a world gazing towers, which still stands on a hillock. The people call it 

the loth (pillar) of Firozshah. Sultan Mubarak Shah founded Mubaraabad. 

The Emnoeror Nasiruddin Muhammad Humayun having in 938 A.H (1531 

A.D) built and decorated Indrapath, made it the capital under the name of 

Dinpanah. Sher Shah Afghan, having demolished the city Alluddin known as kush 

Sari and founded another one. His son Slim Shah in 1546 A.D. built the fort of 

Salimgarh, which is still extant in the midst of the river Yamuna, opposite the 

citadel of Shah Jahanbad. 

Although all of these kings founded a separate city and made it his. capital, 

yet Delhi alone became famous in whole country as the capital of rulers of India. 

* The Ruby palace or the red palace 
* The palace of satiety 



In the 12" regnal year, Shahjahan founded a city near Delhi and named it 

Shahjahanbad. After this city all the above mention city lost their names and 

became famous under the general name of Shahjahanbad. Its citadel is built by the 

red sand stone and contains charming buildings, many palaces, all sorts of houses, 

several pleasant porticoes, flowing canals, large tanks, spacious reservoirs of 

water, lofty fountains, gardens of eternal spring, trees loaded with fruits which 

cvery one remind one of the land of paradise. Every one of its palaces looks more 

beautiful then the palaces of a Kaiser. Every one of its mansions ravishes the sand 

like the mansions of Kisra_. 

[Verses] 

Every part of its soil is like paradise; 

There is a garden in every place, 

Its flower- beds are so pleasant that one many say that its lane is the 

street of paradise. 

Its air is heart attracting and heart captivating; 

Freshness is like a slave- child of this place 

* One of the title Naushirwan the just 



Around it is a broad ditch full of pure water, so very clear that a grain of sand in it 

is visible in a dark night, and as very deep that it fishes rival the Fish supporting 

the universe. 

[Verses] 

At this bottom of its water so great is its purity, 

A blind man can count the-fine sands at midnight. 

Its depth 1s so great 

That the earth seems to have disappeared from its bottom. 

This river Yamuna, flowing eastwards acquires dignity and glory by kissing 

this foot of the fort and goes onwards with a hundred kinds of splendor. A royal 

canal’, which has been cut from the hill of Sirmur adds to the splendor of the 

streets and markets of the city and confers bounty on the citizens. Entering grand 

houses, it keeps tanks and reservoirs full to the brim and garden fresh; or issuing 

from fountains it forms a wonderful spectacle. 

[| Verse] 

On every side of that garden, there 1s a canal, 

Rising and falling like party of drunkards. 

* Excavated by Firoz Shah in 1356 A.D 
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A wall of stone and mortar encloses this city. Its circumferences are more 

than the imagination can comprehend; and the number of the population within 

and around it is beyond the range of description. This men of Rome (iurkey), 

Zanzibar, and Syria, the English, the Dutch, the men of Yemen, Arabia, Iraq, 

Khorasan, Khwarizm, Turkmenistan, Kabul, Cathy, Khotan. China, Mahachin 

(greater China), Kashgar, Tibet and Kashmir and other provinces of Hindustan, 

have chosen their abode in the large city, and having learnt the manners and 

speech of this place which is this place of origin of the Hindustani language. They 

engage themselves in their own business and trades. This classes of its population 

agree together like prose sentences, and the manners of its people are a 

harmonious like the verses of poetry. Its heart-ravishing houses have perfect 

beauty and charm; it soul refreshing pleasures- houses passes grace and happiness; 

its street look like the flowerbeds of a garden 1i1 ornament and beauty. The squares 

of every word this town are beautiful and heart ravishing like the squares of a 

gardens; everyone of its houses and mansions look like flowers-beds of eternal 

spring; in every lane and street are canals filled to the brim with water of a swect 

taste; the roads of its market are bright and attractive like the veins of Jewels; its 

shop are full of happiness and beauty like the two eye-brows of beloved ones. In 

this market, where all precious and rare things of every country port and city and 
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all wonderful article are brought and sold at one place the rubies of Badakhshan 

and sparkling pearls, corals. and other lustrous jewels of sea and mine at another 

place various kind of cloth, merchandise, weapons, food stuffs and drinks, 

perfumes, and other articles which men require. At another place many kinds of 

dry and fresh fruits of every country excite a sweet sensation and pleasures in the 

membranes of the stomachs of fastidious loves of good cheer. Elsewhere, 

elephants of renown, wind paced horses atid swift Sumter camels and other animal 

in thousands and thousands, yields profit to the buyers and sellers. Every day the 

bustle of the buying and selling of all commodities is great and the crowed of 

buyers and sellers is beyond limit or calculation. In one day, you may call it this 

all royal article requires for this kingdom and necessary outfit of a thousand 

soldiers can be got together in one hour. 

[Verse] 

The men of Iraq and Khorasan have placed before them their 

commodities without limits; 

Europeans having come from Europe have arranged rare imports in 

order before them. 

On every side, sits a jewelers, having caused the oceans to laments 

[the robbery of their gems] 

{2 



On every side have been set a hundred lustrous rubies; in every shop 

is a mine of Bedisilisinn 

From a single shop can be offered for our inspections the article cf 

the seven climes. 

Although in every lane, market, square, and street they have erected 

Mosques, temples, Monasteries and colleges, (from which men derive the bencfits 

of this world and the next and gain material and spiritual advantages) yet in the 

Centre is the Emperors Jama Masjid, strongly built with red stone in the year 

1651A.D. corresponding to the 24" year of the Shahjahan’s reign. it is so high that 

the voice of its Moazzin reaches the ears of the denizens of the sky. It is so 

spacious that a world may be put within it. Its pulpit is high like the dignity of the 

summit of the noble law of Muhammad. Its arches are the places of adoration of 

men of religion. Its cupolas lift their heads up to the dome of hcaven. Its minar 

reaches the ramparts of the sky. Its door is open to all, like the doors of the liberal. 

Its interior is ready to impart bounty like the interior heart of holy man. Its 

porticoes and cell are places for the performance of austere devotions. Its turrets 

and pulpits are the lecture rooms of good men. Its quadrangles are free from 

impurities, like the heart of the pure hearted. Its reservoirs of water are full of 

bounty like the ambition of high-minded men. 
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[Verses] 

From its quadrangle another bounty can be derived; 

In its reservoir one can get the water of Kausar. 

On account of its height the sky appears to be one of its steps; 

The moon and sun are under its shadow. 

Its portico is the altar of the children of the faith; 

It is a counterpart of the Mosque of Aqsa.. 

Among other good building is the Imperial Bath. What an excellent bath, 

well situated and inscribed with pleasure! its air like the air, of New Year’s Day, 

refreshes the spirit, and like the days of April scatters bounty. Its hot rooms create 

warmth like the excitement of pleasure. Its cool rooms give repose to fatigued 

constitutions. In temperateness it rivals the air of paradise. Its dome vies with the 

upper sky. Its warmth, like natural warmth, stimulates health. One grows robust 

from its coolness, which 1s like the coolness of the body. The sun wonders from 

sign to sign in the sky longing for its tower. The moon heartily desires it in order 

to get rid of her chill. Whosoever enters it, feel the different temperature of the 

different seasons. He puts off the vestments of worldly ties; he paces the path of 

retirement like lonely hermits, he chooses the path of purity and cleanliness like 

” The river of nectar in paradise 
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those who are pure in their nature. Many diseases are cured by the bath, such as 

disorder of brain, heaviness of this limbs, yawning caused by crop-sickness, and 

dullness of the system. Many kinds of happiness are gained in its, such as 

cheerfulness of spirits, freshness of the brain, liveliness of the heart, and purity of 

the body. The tempering of water and heat in always a different matter. But in this 

wonderful place water and fire issue harmoniously blended together. No other 

place is tree from wind and dust, but this is a rarc placc, as wind and dust cannot 

enter here. 

[| Verses} 

In 1t water and fire work together; 

Air and dust are away trom its door 

In 1 there is a sky named Hammam (bath) 

The moon and this sun are called the Gul and Jam ( rose and cup) 

In this world, from the temperateness of its constitution, 

The elements have been (harmoniously) blended together 

In short. it is a city of perfect spaciousness and extent; a capital city and the Centre 

of the kingdom. Travellers of the seven climates and tourist of the habitable world 

cannot point out any other town an the surface of the earth so spacious or so 

largely populated. The city of Istanbul (Constantinople) the capital of the sultan of 
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Rome, which is famous for its largeness and extent, is not a tenth part of the city. 

The city of Kazwini and Isfahan, the capitals of the Shah of Persia, which are 

famous for excellences and beauty, do not come up to even a single quarters of 

this city. 

[| Verses] 

It is a huge city, exactly like heaven, 

The Centre of India, and the capital of kings. 

Like the circuit of heavens it enhances pleasure. 

Like a garden in a spring it exhilarates the spirit. 

Its inhabitants are like favourite sons. 

Accomplished, ingenious, and learned. 

All of them are victorious in battle and conquerors of the world; 

All of them are of a nature acceptable to the lord of the world. 

All of them have the dignity and rank of Khans; 

All posses the elegance and pomp of a king; 

All are sagacicus like Abu Ali; 

All of them repeat the name of God like the angelic host. 

All are layers of healing ointment an wounded hearts; 

All are free from the troubles of the times. 

All are sweet-voiced like David; 

All distinguished in their respective arts and professions. 

All with the face of Yusuf and the love of Zulekha; 

* Situated little to the west to Tehran 

* Abu Ali Hussain bin Abdullah bin Sina better known as Abu Ali Sina. 
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All with the disposition of Farhad and the taste of Shirin. 

All closely united to the persons of their desires. 

All intoxicated with the wine of happiness. 

Within and around this large town are the tomb of many of the former 

kings, but the most famous is the sepulcher of the Emperor Humayun, which is 

situated in the Kilugarhi of Kiqobad, on the bank of the river Ganges. The tombs 

of the Nobles, Ministers, Scholars, and accomplished persons- each of whom was 

in his own days reputed perfect- situated within orchards and gardens, are to many 

to be enumerated. There is a separate town formed by the tombs of departed. 

There are so many saints’ tombs,- the manifestations of blessing,- that their 

number can not be expressed in writing. 

Among them, situated two or three Kos from the town is the tomb of 

Khawajah Qutubuddin Bakhtiyar Kaki the son of Khawajah Kamaluddin Ahmad 

Musi. It is said that his birthplace was Ferghana. When a child, he felt attracted to 

God. His holiness Khizr happened to pass by him and the mirror of his 

understanding became polished. In the 18" year of his life in this world of dreams. 

He got the rank of successor from Khawajah Muinu-d-din Chishti and set out on 

his travels. Having reached Baghdad, he gathered grace from many saints in that 

couutry. Coming to Multan he met Shaikh Bahau-d-din Zakaria. In the reign of 

Shamsuddin Altamash, he came to Delhi, in order to meet Khawajah Muinu-d-din 



Chishti, his preceptor. That true preceptor, by divine inspiration came from Ajmir 

to Delhi for the purpose of meeting him. The interview pleased both of these 

members of the court of God. They lived together for some time. After a few 

days, Khawajah Muinu-d-din went back to Ajmer,but Qutubu-d-din elected to live 

at Delhi and thereby conferred much grace upon the men of this world. Afterward 

on the morning of the 14" Rabiu-l-Awal, 633 A.H. (1235 A.D.) he left this 

fleeting world. 

In this quarter is also the tomb of that manifestation of light, Shaikh 

Nizamu-d-din Auliya, Alias Muhammad bin Ahmad Danial. Born in the country 

of Ghaznin in 632 A.H.(1234 A.D), he, on reaching years of discretion, came by 

chance to Budaun and there acquired the usual learning. Gaining victories in 

disputations, he became famous under the name of Nizam the Dispenser of 

Assemblies. In his 20" year, he went to the town of Ajodhan and became the 

disciple of Shaikh Faridu-d-din Ganj-I- Shakkar. Having got in his hand the key to 

the treasury of Reality, he departed for Delhi, in order to guide the people. Having 

conferred grace on many seekers (after spiritual knowledge), he gained great 

eminence. His disciples were famous men, namely, Shaikh Nasiru-d-din Muhmud 

surnamed the Lamp of Delhi and Amir Khusrau in Delhi; Shaikh Alau-I-Haq and 

Akhi Siraj in Bengal; Shaikh Wajihu-d-din Yusuf at Chanderi; Shaikhs Yaqub and 
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Kamal in Malwa; Maulana Ghias at Dhar; Maulana Maghis in Ujjain; Shaikh 

Hismau-d-din in Gujrat; Shaikh Burhanu-d-din and Muntakhab and Khawajah 

Hasan in the Deccan: and in many other palaces. And even now all his 

descendants and vicars are successfully acting as spiritual sides to the people of 

this country. In short, his Holiness marched away from this perishable world to the 

eternal world at 9 A.M. on Wednesday, the 18" of Rabiu-s-Sani, in 710 A.H. 

(1310 A.D.) He gained greater fame for saint ship than all other saints of 

Hindustan. The genealogy of this member of the Court of god goes back to the 

saint of saints, His Holiness Miran Mahiu-d-din Abdul Qadir Gilani, who Is said to 

have been one of the Sayids descended from Hussain, and in the fifth generation 

form Shaikh Shibli. Near Baghdad is a village named Jil, which was the residence 

of His Holiness; hence he is known as Jilani, and also as Giliani. Born in 471 A.H. 

(1078 A.D), he was unrivalled in his age in customary and spiritual learning. He 

inherited the mantle of saintship of Shaikh Abu Said Mubarak. His greatness of 

character, amiability of speech, wonderful acts, and impressive miracles arrested 

the attention of the world. Crowds of people came to him from all sides of the 

earth with material and spiritual desires, and, by placing the yoke of faith on the 

shoulders of their souls, gained their desires. In 561 A.H. (1165A.D) in his 

ninetieth year, his Holiness hastened from the perishable to the eternal world. Five 
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hundred and fifty years have passed away from his departure up to the writing of 

this book, and his auspicious; name is still living and in every part of the world 

numbers of men still repose their faith in him. 

PANIPAT: In shot, thirty kos from Shah- Jahanabad is, an old town. In 

this town is the revcred tomb of Abu Ali Qalandar. This Shaikh in his fortieth 

year came to Delhi and gain the happiness of meeting with Khawajah Qutu-d-din 

Bakhtiyar. and for twenty years acquired secular knowledge, when he attained to a 

passion for God, and the mirror of his soul became illuminated. Having thrown 

into the water of the Yamuna all books of worldly learning, he set out on travel. 

Going to Turkey, he conversed with Shamsu-d-din Tabrizi, Maulana Jalalu-d-din 

Rumi (who has written spiritual Masnavis), and other holy men of that country,and 

was greatly benefited. After his travels, returning to his own country, he led the 

life of a recluse at Panipat, and from that place passed on to the eternal world. His 

many miracles are his memorial. The tomb of this Manifestation of Light ts an 

object of pilgrimage to the people of the world. 

SIRHIND: _ is an ancient town, and a dependency of Samanah’ Sultan Firuz 

Shah, in his own reign, in 760 A.H. (1359 A.D.) separated it from Samanah and 

” Better known as Sharfuddin of Panipat 
* Samnah is mentioned in the Ain (11.26) as one of the Mahal of the Sarkar of Sirhind in the Suba of 

Delhi. It is now in Patiala 
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made it an independent Parganah; and its population and splendor daily increased. 

Although many favourits of the court of God have their tombs here, yet, among 

the saints of the present time Shaikh Faridu-d-din Sani and Shaikh Muhammad 

Masum Kabuli repose in this town. Both of these great saints had the gratification 

of guiding men in the time of the Emperor Shah Jahan; numbers of people are 

spiritually benefited by reposing their faith in him even now his descendants are 

seated in the ie of adoration. 

At Sadhaura is the place of sleep of Shah Qames, who enjoyed the honour 

of saintship in his time. At Sunam is the tomb of Shaikh Taiwi, an object of 

pilgrimage to people. At Hansi, which is an old town, is the tomb of Shaikh 

Jamalu-d-din, the successor of Shaikh Faridu-d-din Ganj-!-Shakkar. In short, there 

are so many tombs of eminent saints in this province that they defy calculation. I 

have selected only these few. 

As 1 have done writing about the holy places connected with the 

Muhammadan saints, a few of the Hindu shrines situated in this province ought to 

be described. Twenty kos from Sirhind, on the skirt of the hills, is a shrine, Ekhat 

Bhuayah (Kot Bhima?), associated with Bhima Devi, and from ancient times a 

place of worship of the Hindus. In the fourth year of Alamgir, (1661 A.D.) Fidai 

* Sudhaura was a Mahal of Sirhind and had a brick fort. 
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Khan Koka, one of the great nobles, made it his residence and named it Bejaur. By 

command of the Emperor, he expelled the Raja of this place from his ancestral 

home, laid out a pleasant garden with five terraces one above another, and built 

attractive edifices and pleasant mansions. By bringing to this garden the canal, 

which issues from the hill, he caused fountains to flow. They form a wonderful 

spectacle and a rare sight. The abundance and sweet scent of the ‘red flower’ 

which is an expression signifying the rose of this place are famous. The writer of 

this book went in the spring season to walk in this garden of eternal spring. On 

that single day, forty mounds of the rose-flower, according to the Alamgiri 

measure of weight, were taken to the rose-water factory. And it daily increased. 

THANISAR: Thirty kos south of Sirhind is the ancient town of Thanisar, 

and near it is a very large tank named KURU-KHET (Kuru-kshetra). In Hindu 

books it is called the Navel of the Earth, and it is held that the creation of earthly 

beings began here. Looking upon it as an honoured place, they consider it an act of 

great merit to bath in its tank. Although it is meritorious at all times to bath in it, 

yet, on the day of the Solar eclipse large numbers of people, high and low, great 

and small, male and female, assemble here from all part of the world and all sides 

of the country and from remote distances. They give away in charity many kinds 

of things, both in cash and kind, openly and secretly. Even, if a man happens to be 
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a stingy miser or an empty-handed person or a pauper, he on that day and at that 

place practices liberality beyond his means and capacity. Besides the aforesaid 

lake, there are many tanks reservoirs and wells in the out skirts of the city and in 

many other places. The river Saraswati passes by this town. The ancient books 

mention the names of all places, which are associated with the old devotees. About 

forty kos is considered holy because the Pandus and Kurus- who reigned over the 

people of Hindustan-fought in this place and drank the draught of martyrdom. 

SAMBHAL: Forty kos east of the capital is the old town of Sambhal; 

within it is Har Mandir an ancient place of worship. It is believed that the last 

man, the manifestation of divine light, will be born here. Near it is a place called 

Nanak Math, w here the followers of Baba Nanak assemble and chant his praise. 

KUMAUN: Northwards lies the mountain of Kumaun, containing mines 

of gold, silver, copper, lead, iron, arsenic and borax. The musk —deer qutas, cow, 

hawk, falcon, pony and wild honey are plentiful here. The landholders of this 

place, by reason of the inaccessibility of the mountain and the impregnability of 

their strongholds do not obey the rulers of Hindustan. 

There are two large rivers in this province. The first 1s the YUMNA. Its 

source 1s unknown. After issuing from China and traversing difficult mountainous 

countries, it reaches the country of Leh, as travellers report. It is said that gold 
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abounds in this country. Many bits of stone have the property of the philosopher’s 

stone, i.e., on touching them copper, iron, and other metals are turned into gold. 

As this stone cannot be distinguished, the people of this country put iron shoes on 

their goats, sheep and kin, and send them to graze on the hills. Very often the 

shoes of these grazing animals become golden by contact with that stone. The 

vases, kettledrums, and other articles and utensils of the king of this country are of 

gold. 

In short, this river after leaving this place, reaches the territory of SIRMUR. 

The king of this country proves his obedience and hold himself and his kingdom in 

safety by sending by the river highway boat-loads of ice as a present to the 

Emperor of Hindustan and their nobles and ministers. Therefore, all seaple: high 

and low alike, call him the Ice-King (Barfi-Rajah). Near the city of Sirmur the 

river leaves the hill and descends to the plain. The Emperor Shah Jahan ordered a 

palace to be built at this place on the bank of the swelling torrent. The high 

grandees and other Imperial officers having each built a house worthy of his 

condition and rank, a heart-ravishing city has been formed, which is famous under 

the name of Mukhlis pur. The Emperor often travelled to this pleasant place and 

enjoyed great happiness. 

° Literally the “Beloved or Pure city” 
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From this place branches off a royal canal, which may be styled one-half of 

the river Yumna, it runs up to the metropolis Shah Jahanabad; it does good to the 

crops of ali Parganahs, confers freshness on the gardens in the suburbs of the 

capital, lends the happiness to the streets and bazaar, and enhances the splendor of 

the Imperial palaces. The above river, after emerging from the hill and adding 

splendor to many tracts, reaches the foot of the city of Shah Jahanabad. On its 

bank is situated a fortress containing charming houses and the mansions of the 

nobles. Fifteen leagues from this place, it reaches the feet of the town of Mathura, 

Gokul, and Sri Virandavan. Then it arrives at the capital Akbarabad (Agra). In this 

town also there are Imperial and baronial palaces on the bank of the river. issuing 

thence, it flows by the fortified town of Etawah, and then the city of Kalpi. Next it 

comes to the city of Akbapur, the birthplace of Raja Birbal of Akbar’s time. On its 

bank stand the lofty spacious and strong houses of that Rajah. The river 

CHAMBAL unites with the Yamuna near Akbarpur, and the river Betwah, 

Dhasan, and others, which come from the direction of Gondwanaha- fall into the 

Yamuna apart from each other. Hence going to the mahal of Malkusah it unites 

with the waters of the Ganges a t the foot of the fort of Allahabad. 

The second is the GANGES. Nobody knows its source; but the Hindus 

believe that it descended trom heaven, as old and authentic works say. After 
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issuing from heaven and descending on the hill of Kailas, it leaves the latter and 

reaches the country of China. It is stated in the Shahnamah of Firdausi that the 

residence of Prince Siasu the son of Kikaus Shah and son-in —law of Afrasiab, was 

on the bank of the river Ganges. After leaving China it arrives at Badri in the 

mountains. The region is called Himachal that is ‘The Circle of Ice.’ Hindus look 

upon the dissolution of the elementary body at this place as a cause of redemption 

in the next world, so much so that the Pandus, who werc the rulers of the people of 

this country, abandoned their bodily frames at this place. It is situated in this very 

mountain. In this hilly region the banks of the river are so high that the water can 

be hardly secn. The crossing is not don in boats. At appointed places they firmly 

tie thick ropes to trees on the two banks and use this a sort of bridge. People come 

and zo over it. In the language of the country, it is called Chhakna. The crowds of 

men, who come to Badri on pilgrimage from all sides of the world, if they once 

gaze at this spectacle, become alarmed and frightened in crossing the river. 

In short, this river having come out of the hill of Badri, reaches the foot of 

the city of Sringar, the residence of the king of that country. From there it passes 

by HARISHIKESH, and issues from the hill at Hardwar. Should be worshipped 

from its origin to its end, yet HARDWAR is described as the greatest of all holy 

places on it banks. Every year, on the day when the sun enters the sign of Aries, 
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which is called Baisakhi- people from every side assemble here; Especially in the 

year when Jupiter enters the sign of Aquarius (otherwise named Kumbh), which 

happens once every 12 years, vast numbers of people assemble here from remote 

distances. They consider bathing, giving alms and shaving the hair and beard at 

this place, as acts of merit, and the throwing of the bones of the dead into the 

Ganges as the means of salvation of the deceased. Its water is carried to distant 

places as a valuable present. It is a most wonderful fact that if the water is kept in 

a pot even for a year, it does not acquire a bad smell or change its colour. 

Undoubtedly its water, which is pleasant to the taste, free from impurity like the 

hearts of he pious, and full of grace like the souls of God’s chosen ones, equals in 

purity and sweetness the water Kauser and rival in delicacy and agreeableness the 

water of Salsabil. Its perfect purity makes it suitable to men of all constitutions. 

Man benefits are derived from it; that is to say, it confers health and recovery on 

the sickly, and the benefits of medicine in the case of long-standing diseases. It 

causes stoutness and cheerfulness in the healthy. It gives purity to the unclean 

stomach and brightness to the internal heat; it increases the appetite and stimulates 

the sexual energy. It makes the amber-coloured face look like the ruby, and the 

* Baisakh, a Hindu month, from the Middle of April to that of May. 
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saffron-complexioned face purple. This is the reason why the kings of Hindustan 

and the great nobles, wherever they may be, drink the water of the Ganges. 

In short, this river after leaving Hardwar and flowing by the BARHA of the 

Sayyid's arrives at the foot of the fort of Hastinapur, which is olden times was the 

capital and had a population covering a space of some leagues in length and 

breadth. Hence. passing by the forts of Muktesar, Anup-shahar, Karanbas, Soron, 

and Badaon, (which are famous places), it reaches Kanauj, an ancient town, and 

increase the splendor of that country. Leaving this place and passing by Sirajpur, 

Khawjah. Manikpur, Shahzadpur and other mahals, it arrives at the foot of the fort 

of Allahabad, there are Yamuna, coming with some other rivers, becomes united 

with it. 

Thirty kos from this junction, it reaches the city of Benaras. Then passing 

by Chunargarh and some other mahals, up to the point where it reaches the foot of 

the city of Patna, 72 navigable rivers, having come down from the northern and 

southern mountains, unite with it at different places, at distance from each other; 

and the, from one deep river whose bank can not be seen. All these rivers get the 

name of Ganges. Hence passing by Jahangirabad Akbarabad (alias Rajmahal,) 

Maqsudabad (Murshidabad) Mirdadpur, and Khizrahati, it reaches the foot of the 

town of Jahangir nagar Dacca. After some leagues, it parts into two branches, one, 
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flowing east, gets the name of Padmavati, and falls into the ocean near the port of 

Chatgaon; the other turning south, branches off into three channels, of which the 

first 1s called Saraswati, the second Yamuna, and the third Ganga. This third, with 

its thousand branches, joins the ocean near the port of Satgaon. The Saraswati and 

Yamuna also fall into the ocean at the same place. 

Travellers say that from its beginning (the emergence of the river from the 

hill) to its end (its reaching the ocean,) the inhabitants of its bank are all men of 

_ wicked professions, quarrelsome, thieves, highway robbers, shedders of blood, and 

oppressors of men. As on bathing in this river, sins become detached from the 

bodies of men, so these sins are certainly by transmigration born again on its bank 

in the form of men, and become the cause of such wicked deeds. 

In short, in this prevince the climate is almost temperate. Cultivation 

depends upon rain and irrigation, and in some places on wells. In certain tracts. 

tillage yields three crops [in the year]. The various fruits of Iran, Turan, and 

Hindustan and fragrant flowers grow in plenty. The houses are lofty and built of 

brick or stone. 

Fastwards lies the province of Akbarabad, westwards that of Lahore, 

southwards Ajmir, and northwards the hilly region of Kumaun. From Plawal in the 

direction of Akbarabad to Ludhiana on the bank of the river Sutlej, the length is 
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160 kos; and from the Sarkar of Rewari to the hill of Kumaun, the breadth ts 140 

kos. The Sarkar are Shahjahanabad, Sirhind, Hisar-Firuza, Saharanpur, Sambhal, 

Badaon. Rewari and Narnal, 8 Sarkar, comprising 229 mahals. The revenuc of the 

province 18 74 kror, 63 lac, and 35 thousand dam (Rs.18,658,375) 
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AGRA 

The Province of Akbarabad, the seat of the Emperor. 

Agra was a village under the Biana Parganah. Sikandar Lodi, Emperor of 

Lodi dynasty (1488-1516) founded this city and made his capital and founded a 

worthy city. City was also known as Badalgarh. After that, Mughal Emperor 

Akbar believe that it is a very good place for protecting the huge Empire, built a 

compact red stone fort with perfect strength: and a city furnished under the name 

of Akbarabad. Travellers have written that this large town is full of strong forts. 

The river Yamuna flaws through this middle of town and on both side lofty 

pullin have been built. Pupil of the every race living in this town and articles of 

the seven Devine are bought and sold here. The delicious air, experts of every arts 

and crafts irrespective of their castes living in this town. In brief, this town has lot 

of lofty forts and magnificent buildings and his market was full of articles from 

different countries. The things which you cannot buy anywhere you can buy here 

easily. Tombs of great rulers like Jalaluddin Akbar and Shahabuddin Muhammad 

Shah Jahan are situated near this town. 
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BIANA: _ This was huge city with a strong forts and captive rebels used to be 

kept in its forts. Its wood-apples and Melons are excellent, and Mangoes 

sometimes grow to one seer (in w eight). 

SIKRI: — Formerly, it was a village under Biana city and is 12 kos away from 

the Akbarabad The greatest Saint during the Akbar reign Shaikh Salim Chishtt 

also belongs to this city. Built a stone fort, strong houses, Mosque, Schools and 

villas and named it Fatehpur Sikri. made it a capital. A large tank, two kos in 

length and breath situated in this city. 

This city was populous place, with a pleasant climate. There was huge 

market place. People of this city was very gencrous. There was freedom of speech 

of its inhabitants and lot of festivais were organized at different times in the city. 

KALPI: Isa city situated on the bank of river Yamuna, and many Saints has been buried here. 

Sugar Candy is very famous at product this place. There are several caves for copper and turquoise 

mines but the expenses are costlier than retum. 

MATHURA: _ is an ancient town on the bank of Yamuna and birthplace of 

God Sri Krishna. Hindu book has given lot of references at this place. From his 

existence, it is known as the place of warship. In modern times, Keshar temple is 

famous, but it was demolished by the Emperor Alamgir and Mosque built in its 

place. Abdu-Nabi Khan, the commandant of the forces, built a flight of beautiful 
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steps on the Yamuna bank, has increased the beauty of the city and inferred 

bounty on the town folks; this place is called Bisrant (Repose). He also built a 

Mosque in the Middle of the city. 

KANAUJ: is an ancient town on the bank of river Ganges. Weather and fruits 

are very famous of this place. One of the emincnt Saint of India Shatkh Rahauddin 

popularly known as Shah Madar and Shahbaz buried at Makhan pur. A lot of 

people belong to different castes and religions believe in his Holiness and once in 

a year men from distance assemble with golden banners and shows their support to 

this Saints. He flourished in the reign of Sultan Ibrahim Sharqi (1401-1440. A.D) 

There were two rivers in this province: one, the Yamuna, a detailed account of which has 

been already given: the second one is chambal, which started from Hasilpur Passes within eight kos of 

Agra, and through the territory of Bahadur and the Mahals of the Sarkar Inch and falls into the 

Yamuna near Akbar pur, a dependency of Kalpi. 

In brief. east of this province lies Ghatampur; north the river Ganges, south 

Chandcri, west Palwal. Its length from Ghatampur in Allahabad to Palwal ( a 

dependency of the province of Shah-Jahanabad) is 170 kos. Its breadth from 

Kanauj to Chanderi is 100 kos. Its Sarkars are Akbarabad, Bari, Alwar, Tijarah, 

Irij, Kalpi, and two others- 14 Sarkar’s comprising 268 Mahals. Its revenue is 8 

kror and 18 lac dam ( Rs. 24, 545,000) and 65 thousands and 8 hundred abnah. 
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ALLAHABAD 
The Broad and Spacious Province of Allahabad 

In Hindu Holy book it is named as Prayag and Tribeni. The Mughal 

Emperor Akbar built strong stone fort between rivers Ganges and Yamuna and 

founded a city and named it [I]ahabas. But. the Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan 

uring it owns reign gave it the name of Allahabad. The rivers Ganges and 

Yamuna mingle together at the foot of the fort. Moreover, a stream issuing from 

the fort falls in the above mentioned river, it 1s called Saraswati. Only because of 

this place is known as Tribeni, that is, “the union of three rivers”. But the Hindu 

book did not say that the river Saraswati begins from here. There is Akhay Bar, 

that is imperishable Banyan tree within the fort. In Hindu book it is said that this | 

tree is always there and will remain undestroyed till the end of the world. 

An attempt was made by the Mughal Emperor Jahangir to destroy their tree 

but was in vein he cut it down and kept an iron over it. But by the will of god, the 

Iree again raised from under this tron and grew high. 

lu brief. Hindus believe this ancient city as a most holy place of warship, 

indeed as the king of holy places. In winter, when the sun enter the sign of 

capricon (which they call maker) crowds of people assemble together from all 

sides of the world and, staying here for one month, daily engage in ceremonial 

ablutions: and every once gives alms to the poor and indigent, as far as he can. 
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They also pay a certain sum per head to the imperial government. As they consider 

it meritorious to dissolve the combination of elements here, in earlier time many 

men used to place themselves in the road in hope of final Salvation and the 

obtaining of their desire in the next world. In the time of Mughal Emperor, their 

practice was forbidden. 

Benaras situated thirty kos away from this town. In Hindu book it 1s written 

as Banarasi, as it 1s cxist between the river Barna and Asi. It 1s also known as 

Kashi. It is an old town, with the habitation forming the bow, while the river 

Ganga flows like a bowstring. 

As it is related to the Mahadco it has been regarded as holy place and place 

of worship from ancient time. It is a treasury of Icarning an assembly hall of 

learned men, and the School of those the desire the lore of the Hlindus. Brahmans 

who have acquired learning and perfects and reader of Vedas have their residence 

here, and Brahman from the whole country assemble here for acquiring perfect 

knowledge, and derive benefit and grace. By the grace of god many pious’ men 

and ascetics have renounced worldly ties, take up their abode here and remain 

engaged in praising the lord of slaves, with a view to making body frec. In ancient 

book it is described as the means of Salvation in the next world. Aged men and 

disappointed devotees come here with the desire of dying and surrendering their 
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live to the creator of life. There is a place near it on the bank of the Ganges. Every 

time that Jupiter enters the sign of Leo, a hillock became visible in the middle of 

river and remains so for a month; and many people worship god. This spectacle ts 

one of the miracles manifested by the power of god. 

CHUNARAAH.: | isa stone fort located on a hill, which is unparallel in height 

and strength. The river Ganges flows at its feet. In its neighbourhood a tribe, 

naked from head to foot, lives in the forest by archery and hunting. 

KALINJAR: _ is a stone fort situated on the high hill. Nobody has told about 

its origin. There are many tanks and the temple of Kal Bhairon’ in this fort. Near 

by there is forest with ebony trees and wild fruit plants. Many wild elephants are 

trapped in this forest. Near it is a mine of iron; and in many places bits of diamond 

are found, and the people of the place get a share. 

JAUNPUR: | is a large town founded by sultan Firoz Shah and named it after 

Sultan Muhammad Fakhruddin Juna. As it was situated on the Midst of a 

rebellious district he ordered the commandants of the fort to keep him always 

ready for fighting the rebels and to practice bloodshed and cruelty. 

" Kal Bhairon, meaning Shiva the destroyer. ““ Above the temple is tank cutout of the solid rock. Beyond 
this is a rock cut figure of gigantic proportions, representing Ka/ Bhairon, with snakes for a head dress, in 
which is set the room- the figure must be 30 feet high”. 
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In brief, this province has Very pleasant climate and fertile land and 

produces various kinds of flowers and fruits, especially Melons and Grapes in 

plenty. They also produce Jawar (millet) and Bajra (spiked) and cloths like Jhonah 

and Mihrkul: the chief rivers are Ganga and Yamuna. 
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